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Abstract. If p is an odd prime that does not divide the class number of

the imaginary quadratic field k , and the cyclotomic Z -extension of k has

A-invariant less than or equal to two, we prove that every totally ramified Z -

extension of k has //-invariant equal to zero and A-invariant less than or equal

to two. Combined with a result of Bloom and Gerth, this has the consequence

that ß = 0 for every Z -extension of k , under the same assumptions. In the

principal case under consideration, Iwasawa's formula for the power of p in

the class number of the «th layer of a Z -extension becomes valid for all n ,

and is completely explicit.

I. Overview

We aim to refine some of the standard results in classical Iwasawa theory

in order to obtain more precise information in situations that commonly oc-

cur. The case of an imaginary quadratic base field may be regarded as the first

nontrivial example of Iwasawa theory, and we will sharpen the picture in this

case when the chosen prime lies outside a set that is expected to be finite. This

section will introduce the necessary concepts and trace our line of reasoning

leading to the main theorem, while stating some important special cases of our

intermediate results.

Begin by fixing a prime number p, and a number field k. We wish to

consider various Galois extensions K such that the Galois group Gal(K/k) is

topologically isomorphic to the additive group of the p-adic numbers Z . For

each positive integer n , there is a unique intermediate field Kn of degree p"

over k , and Iwasawa's remarkable formula [12] gives the order of the p-Sylow

subgroup A(Kn) of the ideal class group of Kn as \A(Kn)\=plipn+Xn+v for all

sufficiently large n . The constants p = p(K/k), X = X(K/k), and v = v(K/k)

are the Iwasawa invariants for the extension K/k .
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A perfect understanding of Iwasawa theory over k for the prime p would

include knowing the exact order of A(Kn) for each K and n , and this is the

problem we address. There are two aspects of the problem for us to consider:

determining the Iwasawa invariants, and investigating the validity of Iwasawa's

formula for small values of n .

It is known that the ramified primes of a Z -extension K/k must divide p

(see [14]). We make the assumption throughout that every ramified prime in

K/k is totally ramified. This assumption amounts to replacing k by KN for

some N, and thus simplifies the statement of our results while causing no real

loss of generality. Replacing k by KN does not affect the value of X, nor does

it affect the question of the vanishing of p . It does restrict the values of n that

may be considered in an arbitrary Z -extension, but allows one to be specific

about the restriction. After making this assumption, we base our investigation

on the case of n — 1. For example, the following lemma applies when n = 1,

and gives a lower bound on \A(KX ) |, even when Iwasawa's formula is not known

to hold at this level.

Lemma. Assume that every ramified prime of K/k is totally ramified. Then

\A(Kn)\>\A(k)\pM{p"-l]+min(pn-lA)

for each n > 0.    D

Stronger inequalities hold with some conditions on n , but this lemma is best

suited to our purposes. Its virtue lies in the fact that no knowledge of X is

required for its application. Friedman [6] and Gerth [7] used similar lemmas

to bound p, and we have simply taken the contribution from X into account

as well. Thus we can sometimes obtain bounds on X also.

Corollary. If every ramified prime of K / k is totally ramified and n is an integer

such that \A(Kn)\ < \A(k)\p{p" ~X), then p = 0 and pk < \A(Kn)\/\A(k)\.    D

Under certain conditions, we will show that Iwasawa's formula actually holds

for small n . As an example, the cyclotomic Z -extension of k , which we will

denote by Kc, is defined to be the Z -extension which is contained in the field

obtained by adjoining all p-power roots of unity to k . When k is abelian over

Q, the invariant p(Kc/k) is 0, by the Ferrero-Washington theorem [5]. Denote

the corresponding invariant X(KC/K) by Xc. The reader may enjoy finding a

proof of the following proposition by means of /?-adic L-functions. We will

use algebraic methods to prove a more general result.

Proposition. Suppose k is an imaginary quadratic field.  Let I < p - 1.   The

following are equivalent:

(a) \A(Kcx)\ = \A(k)\pl;

(b) Xc = l;

■(c)   \A(Kcn)\ = \A(k)\pln for each n > 0.    D
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The computational results of [4] provide many examples where condition (b)

of this proposition holds. In fact, we usually find that Xc < 2, and conclude

from the proposition that \A(K¡)\ < \A(k)\p2.

Now suppose that the base field k is an imaginary quadratic field. Then

another Z -extension of special interest is the anticylotomic one, denoted Ka ,

this being the only Z -extension of k other than Kc which is Galois over Q.

Assume that p is odd and \A(k)\ = 1 ; this eliminates only a finite number of

primes from consideration. A special case of the theorem of Bloom and Gerth

[1] implies that p(K/k) = 0 for every Z -extension K/k, with at most Xc - 1

exceptions. Now assume that Xc < 2 ; this is expected to again only eliminate

a finite number of primes from consideration. Then there is at most one ex-

ceptional Z -extension of k, which must therefore be stable under complex

conjugation, if it exists. Hence it is the anticylotomic Z -extension Ka/k . Un-

der these same assumptions, Ka/k is totally ramified at each prime dividing

p , and so our results apply.

Now the proposition shows that |/í(A^)| < p under the assumptions that

\A(k)\ = 1 and Xc < 2 < p - 1 . By extending ideas of Gold [8] which relate the

class numbers of the first layers of different Zp -extensions of k to each other, we

will deduce that |^(^,)| < p if K/k is totally ramified at each prime dividing

p . Applying the corollary with n = 1 allows us to conclude that p(K/k) = 0

and X(K/k) < 2 when K/k is totally ramified at each prime dividing p , p is

odd and does not divide the class number hk of k, and Xc < 2. (A little extra

care is required when p = 3 ; we will attend to this when we give the proof

in full detail.) The vanishing of p(K/k) holds for K — Ka, which was the

one possible exception to the special case of the Bloom-Gerth theorem. Thus

p(K/k) = 0 for all Z -extensions K/k. Our bound on X(K/k) when Xc = 2

is new for all K .

We will refine the arguments presented here and go beyond the determination

of A-invariants. For certain Z -extensions K/k (which one might expect to be

the most common ones in our setting), we will achieve our goal of determining

the exact order of A(Kn) for all n . Our results are summarized in the following

main theorem, whose complete proof will be given at the end of the paper.

Theorem. Suppose that k is an imaginary quadratic field, p is an odd prime

that does not divide the class number of k, and Xc<2. Then each Z-extension

K/k has p(K/k) = 0. The value of X = X(K/k) is less than or equal to 2, and

is determined more precisely as follows.

(a) If Xc = 0, then X(K/k) = 0 for each Zp-extension K/k .

(b) If Xc - 1, then X(K/k) = 1 for each Zp-extension K/k in which each

prime dividing p is totally ramified.

(c) If Xc = 2, then  1 < X(K/k) < 2 for each Z-extension K/k in which

each prime dividing p is totally ramified.

Furthermore, the order of \A(Kn)\ is given exactly in cases (a), (b), and (c)
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as \A(Kn)\ = p " for each n > 0 when X = Xc. If X < Xc in case (c), then

\A(Kn)\ > pln for each n > 0.    D

It should be clear that our proof arises from the combination of three ingredi-

ents: inequalities for class numbers in arbitrary Z -extensions, equalities which

hold in special cases such as cyclotomic extensions over imaginary quadratic

fields, and relationships between class numbers at the first layer. We will devote

a section to each of these three topics.

II. Iwasawa modules. Lower bounds for \A(Kn)\

We review the standard theory [13, 14] with an eye toward refinements that

will play a role in our analysis of the initial layer of a fixed Z -extension K/k

in which every ramified prime is totally ramified.

Let A = lim Z [Gal(A'í¡//c)], the limit being taken with respect to the natural

projection maps. Then A = Z [[T]] under a topological isomorphism which is

determined by choosing a topological generator y of Gal(K/k) whose image

in A is mapped to r+l in Z [[T]]. We will use this isomorphism to make

the identification A = Zp[[T]]. The p-Sylow subgroup A(Kn) of the ideal class

group of Kn is naturally a Z [Gal(^il/rc)]-module, and thus (taking the inverse

limit with respect to the norm maps) X = lim A(Kn) is a A-module. It is

known that X is in fact a noetherian torsion A-module.

Under our standing assumption that each ramified prime of K/k is totally

ramified, if we define distinguished polynomials

vn = ((T+lf -l)/T,

then there exists a submodule F of I such that X/vnY = A(Kn) for all n > 0.

Of course Y is also a torsion A-module, and thus by the structure theorem for

such modules, there exist positive integers pi, distinguished polynomials g¡

which are powers of irreducible polynomials, and an injection

d m

£ = ©a/(/')®0a/(^.)mf
i=i j=\

with finite cokernel C. (We have used the fact that pseudo-isomorphism is

an equivalence relation on torsion A-modules (see [3, p. 241]), and that E

has no nontrivial finite A-submodules.)   Put A    equal to the degree of g¡ ,

X - 23/Li^j> and ß = J2"=\ßr These are the invariants in Iwasawa's class

number formula 1^4(^)1 = ppp +/n+iy ; which holds for sufficiently large n.

The characteristic polynomial of Y (or I; the same E works for both since

X/Y = A(k) is finite) is defined to be g = pß fj. g., which is in fact uniquely

determined. We carefully apply Iwasawa's methods to obtain a formula for

\A(Kn)\ which holds for all n . Let Yp" denote the submodule of Y which is

annihilated by vn.
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(2.1) Proposition. Assume that every ramified prime of K/k is totally ramified.

Then

\A(Kn)\ = \A(k)\\Yv°\ \E/vnE\

for each n > 0, and there exist positive integer constants c and N such that

\Y""\= pc for all n>N.

Proof. To each term in the exact sequence

we apply the endomorphism defined by multiplication by un . The snake lemma

yields the long exact sequence

0 -f Ev" -» Y"" — Cv" -* E/vnE — Y/vnY -» C/vnC -» 0.

The terms of finite order flanking E/vnE show that it is finite, and consequently

that vn is relatively prime to each g. in the unique factorization domain A.

This implies that Ev* = 0. Since C is finite, Cv" and C/vnC have the same

order. We conclude that

\A(Kn)\ - \X/vnY\ = \X/Y\ \Y/vnY\ = \A(k)\ \Y""\ \E/u„E\ ,

which is the first assertion of the proposition.

The second assertion follows from the fact that vn\vn+x . Thus Yv" c Yv"+l ,

and the long exact sequence also shows that these submodules of Y have order

dividing \C\ for all n. Hence Yv" must eventually be independent of n.   D

Now a computation of the order \E/unE\ is clearly called for. We again use

standard methods, but take extra care in the consideration of small values of

n.

(2.2) Proposition. Let n > 0.

(a) IfE = A/(pp), then \E/unE\ = pß{p"-l).
(b) If E = A/(g)  with g a distinguished polynomial of degree X, then

\E/vnE\ >ptDia(X'Pn-l)m

(c) If X < p-l in (b), or if X = p-l and p   divides g(0), then \E/v E\ =

(2.3) Remarks. (1) For our main result on the values of Iwasawa invariants

as stated in the theorem of the overview we will only need the case of n =

1 . However, the fact that the proposition applies for all n has important

implications for the validity of Iwasawa's formula, as seen in the proposition

of the overview and Theorem (3.1) in the next section.

(2) Part (a) of (2.2) appears in [14, Chapter 13]; we will streamline the proof

slightly.
(3) We have chosen a proof of (c) which may be viewed as extending the

method of [14, Chapter 13].   A shorter proof is available if one invokes the
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formula
iA/(g^„)i= n PotdMc-i\

"„(C-i)=o

derived from [2, p. 530].

Proof of (2.2). If / e A is a fixed distinguished polynomial of degree d and

h £ A, then the proof of the Weierstrauss preparation theorem for A (see [14,

Proposition 7.2]) shows that one may uniquely write h = qf+r with q e A and

r = a0 + axT + ■ ■ • + ad_xT _1 . Thus the assignment h i-> (a0, ax, ... , ad_x)

induces a Z -module isomorphism A/(f) ^ Z  .

We may assume that n > 1 throughout, as the case of n = 0 is trivially true

in each part.

(a) Taking / = vn , we have A/(vn) = Zp      , and

£/i/„£ S Z^-l/(p%/-1 S (Z//Z)"""1.

Therefore the order is /?     ~   .

(b) Let m = min(A, p" - 1). Then we have the inclusion of ideals (g, un) c

(Pm,p). Hence |£/i/„£| = |A/(*, un)\ > \A/(Tm , p)\ = \(Z/pZ)m\ = pm .  '

(c) Taking f = g this time, we have

(t) E = A/(g)^Zlp

as Zp-modules. Consider the image of vn = Y?k=\ (Pk)T ~ (mod g) under

this isomorphism. We can factor

fpn\_(pn\(pn-l\(pn-2\(pn-(k-\y

kj   \kjv   i   JV   2   yv   k-\
in Zp , so (pk ) = w(pn/k), w eZp. Now g is distinguished, so that g = T -

pj for some ; e Z^P]. Thus Tx = pj and Tk~] = ^pjfk-^I^Tr{k) (mod g)

for k > X, where the square brackets represent the greatest integer function. If

k=pt, then t divides p'~l in Zp so k = pt divides /?' = pM-OHp-m > which

divides pt(Pi-D/(P-i)l =pP-i)/(P-i)] ( which divides pP-Dffl   This shows that

/ " " = «J:, « e Z , which clearly also holds for (k, p) = 1 . We conclude

that

o"\     k-\ (p"\     ;   .[(fc-l)/A]„r(fc) «.[(*:- 1)/A]~r(Ar) , ,      .
1T      =w I V I ̂ A:/ P      = ^^P / P (mod g).

Therefore i/n = p"z (mod g) for some z e A, and vn (mod g) has the same

image under the Z -isomorphism (\) as pnz (mod g). We now see that this

image lies in p"(Z ). To summarize, so far we have found that if A < p - 1,

then vn = gq + r, where r = 0 (mod p").

We can now write r = p"u, where u is a polynomial of degree at most X- 1 ,

and consider m(0) .As n > 1 , we have

r(p " " = v  = gq + r = gq = TXq       (mod/?).
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Thus g = T  - pj and q = T + ph , with j, h e A.  Multiplying out

yields

(*) vH = T""'1 -pjTp"-l~X +phTX-p2jh + r,

so

(**) vn = Tp "  -pjTp +phT +r       (mod/?).

For n = 1, we consider the constant term in (**). The strict inequality

p - I > X (or the alternate assumption that p divides -g(0) = pj(0)) allows

us to obtain p - vx (0) = r(0) = pu(0) (mod p ), or 1 ee w(0) (mod /?). Thus

u(0) is a unit in Z    and hence m is a unit in A.  For n = 2, we consider

the coefficient of Tk in (**) when X < p - 1. Since p2 - X - 1 > X > (degree

of r), this coefficient is 0 = (£,) = p/z(0) (mod/? ). The first congruence

follows from the equation (f+x) = w(p /(X + 1)) derived above. We conclude

that p\h(0). Return to (*), and evaluate the constant term (mod p ) using

this fact (or the assumption that p divides ;'(0) when X = p - 1) :

p2 = u2(0) = -p2j(0)h(0) + r(0) = r(0) = p2u(0)       (mod p3).

Again 1 = w(0)    (mod p), and u is a unit in A.

If n — 1 or 2, we now have vn = gq + r = gq + pnu, where « is a unit.

Thus we obtain the equality of ideals in A :

(g, vn) = (g, r) = (g,p"u) = (g,p").

Finally

E/unE S A/(g, un) = A/(g,p") S E/p"E * ZXp/pn(Zlp) S (Zp/pnZpf ,

so \E/vnE\ = pXn as claimed.

Now if n > 2, we simply note that \E/vnE\ = p {n'~2)\E/v2E\, as proved in

[14, Lemma 13.18] (with e = 0, n0 = 1, and ¿af = A.). Combined with the fact

we have just established that \E/u2E\ = p   , this completes the proof.   D

We are now ready to prove the lemma and corollary stated in the overview.

(2.4) Lemma. Assume that every ramified prime of K/k is totally ramified. Then

\A(Kn)\>\A(k)\pßiP"-l)+mm(p"-l'X)

for each n > 0 .

Proof. From Proposition (2.1), we have that \A(Kn)\ > \A(k)\ \E/vnE\. Apply-

ing Proposition (2.2)(a) and (b) to each summand of

n m

£ = 0A/(/*)©®A/Üfy)
i=i j=\
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results in \E/uttE\ > p^"-^+\ where a = E^minij?" - l,X}) >

min(p" - 1, £7=i Xj) = min(pn - 1, X).   D

(2.5) Corollary. If every ramified prime of K/k is totally ramified and n is an

integer such that \A(Kn)\ < \A(k)\p(p"~X), then p = 0 and pl < \A(Kn)\/\A(k)\.

III. Special cases. The exact order of A(Kn)

(3.1) Theorem. Suppose that every ramified prime in K/k is totally ramified,

and p = p(K/k) = 0. Suppose also that X = X(K/k) < p - 1 (or that X = p - 1

and p2 divides g(0)). Then \A(Kn)\ = \A(k)\\Yv-\pXn > \A(k)\pXn for each

n > 0. If in addition, X = lim A(Kn) has no nontrivial finite A-submodules,

then \A(Kn)\ = \A(k)\pkn for each n > 0.

Proof. The first assertion follows directly from (2.1) upon applying (2.2)(c) to

each summand of E = ©Jl, A/(gA . The proof of Proposition (2.1) shows

that Yv" is a finite A-submodule of X. So it is trivial under the additional

hypothesis of the second assertion.    D

We immediately obtain a corollary which generalizes part of a theorem of

Gold [8].

(3.2) Corollary. Suppose that every ramified prime in K/k is totally ramified

and that X = lim A(Kn) has no nontrivial finite A-submodules. Let I < p - 1.

Then the following are equivalent:

(a) \A(Kx)\ = \A(k)\pl;
(b) p = 0 and X = I ; and

(c) \A(Kn)\ = \A(k)\p!" for each n>0.

Proof, (a) => (b). Corollary (2.5) with n = 1 implies that p = 0 and X < I <

p-l. Then Theorem (3.1) shows that \A(Kn)\ = \A(k)\pXn for each n > 0.

Taking n = 1 again yields X = I.

(b) => (c). This follows directly from (3.1).

(c) => (a). This is clear.   D

If p is odd, k is a CM-field, and K = Kc is the cyclotomic Z -extension,

then we have the decomposition with respect to complex conjugation: X =

X+ © X" . Here X~ has no finite A-submodules [14, Proposition 13.28] and

X+ is conjectured to be finite [10]. It is trivial if the maximal totally real

subfield k+ of k has only one prime dividing p and M(A:+)| = 1 [11]. If k is

also abelian over Q, then p — 0 by the Ferrero-Washington theorem. Thus we

can obtain applications of (3.1). In particular, X has no finite submodules and

p — 0 when p is odd and k is an imaginary quadratic field. Also, the extension

KcJk must then be totally ramified at each prime above p because the abelian

extension (A^)+/Q is totally ramified at p and has degree p" , which is prime

to the degree of k/Q. The proposition in the overview now follows.
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There are of course versions of (3.1) and (3.2) for X~ when K = Kc is

the cyclotomic Z -extension. We state these versions without proof, as the

necessary modifications are clear and the details straightforward.

(3.3) Theorem. Suppose that k is a CM-field, p is odd, every ramified prime

in Kc/k is totally ramified, and p~ =0,  X" < p - 1.   Then \A~(Kn)\ =

\A~(k)\pr" for each n>0.

(3.4) Corollary. Suppose that k is a CM-field, p is odd, and every ramified

prime in Kc/k is totally ramified. Let I < p - 1. Then the following are

equivalent:

(a) \A-(Kx)\ = \A~(k)\pl;

(b) p   =0 and X   = / ; and

(c) \A~(Kn)\ = \A~(k)\pln for each n > 0.

There is also a useful general criterion for Y to have no nontrivial finite

A-submodules.

(3.5) Proposition. Suppose that every ramified prime in K/k is totally ramified,

and p = p(K/k) = 0. Suppose also that X = X(K/k) < p - 1 (or that X = p - 1

and p   divides g(0)). Then the following are equivalent:

(a) Y has no nontrivial finite A-submodules;

(b) \A(Kn)\ = \A(k)\pXn for each n>0;and

(c) \A(Km)\ = \A(k)\plm for some m>l.

Proof. The implication (a) => (b) follows from the proof of Theorem (3.1),

and (b) => (c) is clear.

To prove that (c) => (a), let Z be the maximal finite A-submodule of

y (see [13]). (We could in fact define Z = Yv" with N as in Proposition

(2.1)). Then Yv- c Z for each n , so that Yv" = Zv". Under our assumption,

Theorem (3.1) shows that 1 = \Y"m\ = \ZVm\. Thus ZVm is trivial. This implies

that multiplication by um is injective on Z , and hence surjective, since Z is

finite. From the equality vmZ = Z, we conclude by Nakayama's lemma that

Z = 0.    D

IV. Initial layers of Zp -extensions

OVER A FIXED IMAGINARY QUADRATIC FIELD

The key idea of this section comes from a well-known fact concerning the

tower of p-Hilbert class fields over a number field F. By the p-Hilbert class

field of F, we mean the maximal unramified abelian p-extension H of F.

The Artin map of class field theory induces an isomorphism A(F) ^+ Gal(H/F)

in which the class of a prime ideal is mapped to the corresponding Frobenius

automorphism. In this connection, it is best to regard A(F) as a quotient of the

ideal class group of F , rather than as a subgroup. The well-known fact we have
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in mind states that A(H) is trivial if A(F) is cyclic. Hence the p-Hilbert class

field of H is itself, and the tower of p-Hilbert class fields over F terminates

with H. This fact and our modification amount to a direct translation via class

field theory of a group-theoretic result [9, p. 173].

(4.1) Proposition. Suppose G is a finite p-group and G' is its commutator

subgroup. If G/G' is cyclic then G' is trivial.

Our modification is to consider instead the p-split p-Hilbert class field H'

of F , defined to be the maximal abelian unramified p-extension of F in which

each prime over p in k splits completely. So if is the subfield of H which

is fixed by the decomposition groups in Gal(H/F) of all primes above p in

F . Since these decomposition groups are generated by the Frobenius automor-

phisms of the primes above p in F, we define A'(F) to be the quotient of

A(F) by the subgroup generated by the classes of prime ideals dividing p , and

obtain an induced isomorphism A'(F) ^> Gal(H'/F). Now we state and prove

the result we will need. The proof of the fact mentioned above is completely

analogous.

(4.2) Lemma. If A'(F) is cyclic, then A'(H') is trivial.

Proof. Let H" be the p-split p-Hilbert class field of H'. Using the fact

that H' IF is Galois and the set of primes above p in H' is stable under

Gal(H'/F), a standard argument shows that H" is also Galois over F. Let

G = Gal(H"/F). The fixed field of G' is the maximal abelian extension of F in

H", hence is H'. Thus G' = Gal(H"/H') £ A'(H') and G/G' s Gal(H'/F) 2
A'(F). Application of (4.1) completes the proof.   D

From now on, we will assume that k is a fixed imaginary quadratic field and

p is an odd prime which does not divide the class number hk of k . Iwasawa's

group-theoretic result [11] (see also [14, Theorem 10.4]) immediately identifies

trivial cases of which we may dispose.

(4.3) Proposition. Let k be an imaginary quadratic field and p be a prime that

does not divide h(k) and does not split in k. Then every Z -extension K/k

has p — 0 = X, and in fact \A(Kn)\ = 1 for each n > 0.

Proof. There is only one prime dividing p in k , hence only one ramified prime

in KJk , and this is a cyclic extension of degree p". In this situation, Iwasawa's

result states that A(Kn) is trivial if A(k) is.   D

It remains only to consider the case in which p splits in k as (p) - pp.

Note that k has no unramified p-extensions when \A(k)\ = 1, and therefore

Kx/k is ramified. Being Galois over Q, it must be ramified at both p and

p . So Ka¡k is totally ramified at both primes dividing p . We observed this

earlier for Kc¡k without the assumption on hk .

Since k is imaginary quadratic, it is known that the compositum t of all

Z -extensions of k has Gal(t/k) = Z   (see [14, Theorem 13.4], for example).

Let Ln be the compositum of Kcn and Kan , which is abelian of degree p " over
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k. Then Ln contains the nth layer of each Zp -extension of k . In particular,

Ln contains an extension En of degree p" over k in which p is unramified,

so the ramification index of p in LJk is p" . (Our fields Ln and En are

the same as those of Gold in [8], by virtue of the Lemma there.) This implies

that Ln/Kn is unramified whenever K/k is totally ramified at both p and p.

Hence there is a homomorphism from A(Kn) onto Gal(Ln/Kn) induced by the

Artin map of class field theory, and consequently a A-module homomorphism

tpn from X onto Gal(Ln/Kn). Now Gal(Kn/k), and hence Y, acts trivially

on Gal(Ln/Kn), since LJk is an abelian extension. This shows that y— 1 = T

annihilates the image of <pn , and there is an induced map from X/TX onto

Gal(Ln/Kn). Since this holds for each n, we see that X/TX is infinite. As

X/Y = A(k) is finite, Y/TY must also be infinite. Also, the standard A-

module E of Proposition (2.1) injects into Y with finite cokernel, so E/TE is

infinite as well. This implies that T divides the characteristic polynomial g of

X. We have proved an important fact, which does not require the assumption

of p being relatively prime to the class number of k .

(4.4) Proposition. Let k be an imaginary quadratic field and p be an odd prime

which splits in k. Suppose that K/k is a Zp-extension in which both divisors of

p are totally ramified. Then T divides the characteristic polynomial g of the

corresponding A-module X, and consequently X(K/k) > 1.

Next we come to the key result of this section.

(4.5) Proposition. Let k be an imaginary quadratic field and p be an odd

prime which splits in k and does not divide hk. Suppose that 3? and K

are Z -extensions of k in which both primes dividing p are totally ramified. If

\A(JTX)\ = p2, then \A(Kx)\=p2.

Proof. Let p and p be the primes dividing p in k, and let pw and px be

the primes dividing them in ^ . Being the only primes which are ramified

over k, p^ and px represent (modulo pth powers) generators of the group

of (strongly) ambiguous ideal classes (i.e., ideal classes represented by ideals

which are invariant under the action of the Galois group of 3tx/k). Yokoi [15]

gives the order of this group as

[&x:k](U(k):N^lkU(3rx))'

where q runs through the primes of k which ramify in Jfx, e(q) is the ramifica-

tion index of the prime q in ^ , N^,k is the relative norm, and U(F) denotes

the group of units of the number field F . In our situation, p does not divide

hk , p and p are the only ramified primes, e(p) — e(p) = p , \3?x : k]= p, and

p does not divide \U(k)\ since p is unramified in k. We conclude that the

images of the primes dividing p generate a subgroup of A(3fx) of order p.

Thus \Á(5?x)\ = \A(5?x)\/p, and similarly, \Ä(KA\ = \A(KA\/p . The proof of

this proposition reduces to showing that \Á(KX)\= p when \A(3ÍX)\- p .
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Let H' be the p-split p-Hilbert class field of Jíx . By [8, proof of Theorem

3], p splits in Ex/k under our assumptions. (If p does not split in Ex/k,

then there is at most one ramified prime in Lx/Ex , as well as in Ex/k. Two

applications of the result of Iwasawa mentioned in the proof of Proposition

(4.3) lead to the conclusion that A(LX) is trivial. Hence L, is the p-Hilbert

class field of 3ix , and \A(Jix)\ — p , which is a contradiction.) Hence px splits

in L{/JÍX. Likewise, px must also split in L, . The definition of //' then

implies that H' d L,, and therefore

p = |Gal(L,/^)| < \Gal(H'/Jrx)\ = \Â(Xx)\=p.

We now see that equality must hold, and in fact L, = H'.

At this point, Lemma (4.2) applies with F = Jfx , and yields that A'(LX) is

trivial. Consequently L, has no nontrivial unramified abelian p-extensions in

which each divisor of p splits completely. In particular, L, must contain the

p-split p-Hilbert class field of Kx . On the other hand, L, is contained in this

field, by the same argument used in the case of 3ix . As | Gal(Lx/Kx)\ = p , we

conclude that \Ä(KX)\= p .   D

Having completed the proof of the key proposition which will apply when

Xc — 2 , we can quickly state and prove the simpler proposition which will apply

when Xc = 1 .

(4.6) Proposition. Let k be an imaginary quadratic field and p be an odd

prime which splits in k and does not divide hk . Suppose that 5? and K

are Z -extensions of k in which both primes dividing p are totally ramified. If

\A(Xx)\=p, then \A(Kx)\=p.

Proof. In this case we have Lx= H, the p-Hilbert class field of 3?x , and A(LX )

is trivial. Hence L, is also the p-Hilbert class field of Kx, and |^(AT,)| - p .   □

We now turn to the proof of the main theorem, stated in the overview. As-

sume that p is an odd prime that does not divide the class number of the

imaginary quadratic field k . Consider first the case of Xc = 0. By the contra-

positive of Proposition (4.4), p does not split in k. Then Proposition (4.3)

implies that |^(A^)| = 1 for each K and n, establishing the vanishing of

p(K/k), the vanishing of X(K/k) claimed in part (a), and the class number

formula for all n .

Now consider the cases of A = 1 and Xc = 2. By the contrapositive of

Proposition (4.3), p splits in k . From Proposition (4.4) we see that T divides

the characteristic polynomial of Kc, a fact which we need for the application

of Theorem (3.1) in case Xc — p - 1 , i.e., p = 3 and Xc = 2. Theorem (3.1)

now implies that |^(A^)| = p ' . Let K/k be a Z -extension which is totally

ramified at both primes dividing p . Proposition (4.4) shows that T divides the

characteristic polynomial g of Y = X = lim A(KJ , and X = X(K/k) > 1 . We

apply Propositions (4.5) and (4.6) with J? = Kc to deduce that \A(KX)\ = p*c.
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Except when Xc = p - 1 , we conclude from Corollary (2.5) with n = 1 that

p(K/k) = 0 and X(K/k) < Xc. So 1 < X(K/k) < Xc, and we have established

the vanishing of p(K/k) when K/k is totally ramified at both primes dividing

p , as well as the results on X(K/k) in parts (b) and (c) of the theorem.

The theorem of Bloom and Gerth for our special case already implies that

p(K/k) = 0 for all Z -extensions K/k when Xc — 1, and for all but the

anticyclotomic Z -extension Ka/k when Xc — 2. As we have already observed,

Ka ¡k is totally ramified at both primes dividing p , under our assumption that

p does not divide hk . Thus our result shows that p(Ka/k) = 0 when Xc = 2

as well.

When Xc = p - 1, we must refine our arguments. In this case, Lemma

(2.4) with n = 1 and \A(KX)\ = pK yields p - 1 = Xc > p(K/k)(p - 1) +
min(p - 1, X(K/k)). Since X(K/k) > 1, we see that p(K/k) = 0 still holds.

Suppose that g = fl g. and A is the degree of g¡. Then the proof of Lemma

(2.4) actually shows that p - 1 = Xc > £min(p - 1, A ■). If there is more than

one term in the sum, then each term must in fact be A , and so Xc > J2 ^, =

X(K/k) = A, as claimed. If there is only one term in the sum, then g is a

power of an irreducible polynomial. As g is divisible by T, we must have

g = Tl. Proposition (2.1) shows that pK = \A(KX)\ > \A/(Tl, vx)\. Now it

is easy to see that A/(ux) is a noetherian local domain whose maximal ideal

is principal, generated by the element T. Thus it is a discrete valuation ring

([2, p. 392]) with maximal ideal of index p . Raising the maximal ideal to the

power A yields an ideal of index pÁ. Equivalently |A/(P , vx)\ = p , and we

again conclude that Xc> X.

It remains for us to prove the class number formulas in cases (b) and (c).

The inequality \A(KJ\ >pn holds for all n by Theorem (3.1). This theorem

with n = 1 also shows that |v4(A",)| = \YP{ \pk. As ^(A",)) = p ' , we see that in

fact \A(Kx)| = px (and \Y"l\ = 1) when XC = X. Proposition (3.5) now implies

that \A(Kn)\ — p " for all n when Xc = X, and the proof of the main theorem

is complete.
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